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1.Grisms and prisms 
on the ACS
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Cycle 14: ~10% of the approved orbits ACS in slitless mode!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview on the various slitless configuration on the ACS.In recent times lots of observing time in slitless mode.After the demise of STIS the only possibility to get optical/UVSpectra from the HST.PRISMS and GRISMS, completely different optical properties 



Spectral properties of
grisms and prisms

HRC + G800L grism HRC + PR200L prism

Different properties require flexible data reduction software!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grism: flat, almost constant dispersion function over the accessible wavelength rangePrism: dramatic variations in dispersion, logarithmic scale;Low dispersion makes spectra unusable towards the red.Calibration concept and the reduction methods must be able to reduce both kind of data.



2. Slitless spectroscopy
from space

 Extremely low sky background
• WFC/G800L: 0.1e-/s/pix sky background
• HRC/G800L: 0.006e-/s/pix sky background
• HRC/PR200L: 0.04e-/s/pix sky background
• Readout noise: ~4.9e-

 Compact point spread function
 Stability of the instrument

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Result: for typical exposure times of 1000-2000s the readout  noise isAn important, sometimes even the dominating noise source.



Sky Background
Ground based sky background: HST sky background:

GDS J033225.19-274735.3 J033253.28-274934.8

Residuals, high signal-to-noise areas! Flat, smooth background!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
aXe spectrum: 112 combined images with 124ksec exposure timeGoods spectrum: 14ksec exposure time; around 10 combined imagesUnits for the spectral plots do not match, but:Background from ground dominated by emission lines.Traces down to the spectra, residuals, variations in S/N, selection criteria in the identification of linesBackground from space much smootherSelection free spectroscopy!



Large data yield
~ 1 full WFC FoV

…hundreds, even thousands of spectra!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Left image has size of around one ACS/WFC field,Taken from the UDF NICMOS parallels data.Just many objects therein. Zoom out: even more, fainter objects Compared to normal spectrographs, large amount of objects.Object numbers comparable to ‘normal’ imaging, depend only on theDepth of the observations



Disadvantages

Poster by J. Walsh

Spectral overlay, contamination

Affects spectra to various degree!
Software has to deal with contamination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imaging: object width = object length ~ 3-4 pixelsSlitless spectroscopy: object width (cross-dispersion direction) ~ 3-4 pixels; object length (dispersion direction) ~120pixel contamination much more commonSpectral overlay in various ways:In cross-dispersion directionIn dispersion directionBoth, even across the orders



Data reduction

Unusual data reduction:
•Different methods
•Different calibration
•Different software (aXe)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slitless spectra are not straightforward to reduce.User question: is there someone out there who can do my spectra in 10 min??NO!Not just ‘some kind’ of spectroscopy!- needs special methods- needs special way to calibrate- needs special softwareTakes time to get used to new concepts and tasks.



3.Reducing slitless 
spectroscopic data

 Spectroscopy with slits: aperture 
(slit/mask) defines a framework for 
trace definition and wavelength 
calibration

 Slitless spectroscopy: no such 
framework ⇒ objects and their 
position unknown

 Need for a ‘reference position’ to 
base framework for every object for 
spectral extraction

⇒ direct image to derive a 
reference position for every 
object

x

y
trace

y = f(x)

reference point

ACS HRC G800L

ACS HRC F555W

reference point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slit spectroscopy: objects placed at special position (mask, slit), calibration done for that special positionSlitless spectroscopy: no special position in the instrument, object position unknown,even objects sometimes unknown (as in imaging).Direct image necessary to find the objects and their position, and to base the calibration reference point; coordinate system around every reference point; trace definition, wavelength calibration.



Strategy

#   1 NUMBER          Running object number
#   2 X_IMAGE         Object position along x                         [pixel]
#   3 Y_IMAGE         Object position along y                         [pixel]
#   4 A_IMAGE         Profile RMS along major axis                    [pixel]
#   5 B_IMAGE         Profile RMS along minor axis                    [pixel]
#   6 THETA_IMAGE     Position angle (CCW/x)                          [deg]  
#   7 X_WORLD         Barycenter position along world x axis          [deg]
#   8 Y_WORLD         Barycenter position along world y axis          [deg]
#   9 A_WORLD         Profile RMS along major axis (world units)      [deg]
#  10 B_WORLD         Profile RMS along minor axis (world units)      [deg]
#  11 THETA_WORLD     Position angle (CCW/world-x)                    [deg]
#  12 MAG_AUTO        Kron-like elliptical aperture magnitude         [mag]
1 354.3 1788.0 1.38 0.93  -61.9 5.32227466e+01 -2.78269501e+01 1.15391e-05 7.81022e-06 -77.1 27.33
2 430.8 1881.1 4.85 3.41  134.0 5.32222385e+01 -2.78263217e+01 4.04609e-05 2.84565e-05  84.8 22.77
3 445.9 1745.3 1.50 1.32 -140.9 5.32223037e+01 -2.78259023e+01 1.25505e-05 1.10465e-05   6.7 26.60
4 508.4 1417.7 1.09 0.73  -85.6 5.32249088e+01 -2.78258256e+01 9.13685e-06 6.09757e-06 -49.2 27.80
5 550.3 1007.1 2.07 1.08  -81.1 5.32247112e+01 -2.78252172e+01 1.72606e-05 9.00725e-06 -54.4 26.86

Input Object List

grism image

direct image

SExtractor

} aXe

Direct image ⇒ source list
Source list projected onto grism image
Source list + calibration + grism image

⇒ spectral extraction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Location of the objects therefore essential for the spectra reduction!Object positions are transorted from the direct image to the grism image.Spectral extraction from the grism images!



4. Calibration of the 
slitless mode

 Trace definition, wavelength definition:
aXe configuration file

 Flux calibration:
Sensitivity files for all orders

 Gain correction:
Flatfield

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three kind of calibration products:1. aXe configuration file, the ‘equivalent’ of the calibration exposuresIn slit/mask spectroscopy. Defines  object trace and wavelength calibrationOver the FoV. Object position + configuration file  spectral extractionSensitivity file and flatfield rather ‘usual’, as the slit equivalent. 



Calibration strategy

 No onboard calibration lamps
⇒astronomical targets as calibrators

 Flux calibration: white dwarfs
 Different object classes for wavelength 

calibration:
 WFC/HRC G800L: planetary nebulae, 

Wolf-Rayet stars
Pasquali et al., 2005, astroph/0510428
Larsen & Walsh, 2005, ISR 05-08

 HRC PR200L: planetary nebulae, QSO’s
 SBC PR110L/PR130L: planetary nebulae, 

QSO’s
Poster by S. Larsen

WR45 observed with WFC/G800L

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grisms and prisms different dispersion characteristics,Different wavelength regimes  different calibrators needed.QSO’s with carefully selected redshift.Figure shows ideal situation, around 10 lines for calibration Previous observations with STIS??



Calibration Method

 Observe the sources at 
various positions over the 
FoV

 Compute the trace 
description, wavelength 
calibration and sensitivity at 
each position

 Fit a global, 2D solution to 
the individual solutions 

→ aXe configuration files, sensitivity files



Flatfield

 No flatfield lamp
⇒ Conventional flatfielding 

impossible

 Flatfield must deliver the 
correction for any 
wavelength on any pixel 
⇒ flatfield cube, created from 

photometric flats

FF(i,j,λ) = a0+a1*λ+a2*λ2+a3*λ3 ….. 

Walsh & Pirzkal, 2005, ISR05-2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not only correction for a specific wavelength at a specific pixel,But the correction for all possible wavelength at all pixels must be given.Flatfield similar to a photometric flatEach layer gives the coefficients for all pixels.Correction at a given wavelength built from polynomial.



5.aXe spectral extraction 
software

 Designed to extract slitless spectroscopic data
 Semiautomatic data reduction system
 Set of tasks implemented in python and C
 Fully embedded in STSDAS via PyRAF
 Periodic evolution
 Main drivers: 

i. new functionality
ii. user convenience



The structure of aXe
2: PyRAF/IRAF

interface

1D-extraction

flatfielding

make stamp

background

wavelength calibration

locate object

mark spectrum

1: High Level Tasks

sex2gol

gol2af

backest

af2pet

petff

pet2spc

stamps

axeprep

axecore

aXe_SEX2GOL

aXe_GOL2AF

aXe_BE

aXe_AF2PET

aXe_PETFF

aXe_PET2SPC

aXe_STAMPS

3: C-program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schematic view on part of aXe tasks:- C programs work on the pixels- PyRAF/IRAF interface to integrate them into the usual data reduction environment- High Level Task to comprise the individual tasks  work on image lists. Reduce the numbe rof tasks



aXe-1.4 
(in STSDAS3.3)

drizzle
10”

exctract stamp

coadd

Convenience:
High Level Tasks

Functionality:
aXedrizzle

Kümmel et al., 2005, ADASS XIV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before HLT: users worked with shell scripts and shell parametersUsually, extraction of individual spectra, then combining themaXedrizzle: combining individual stamp images, extractionFrom the combined, deep 2D grism image



aXe-1.5
(next STSDAS, Nov.)

Convenience:
Task to create input catalogues

Functionality:
•Quantitative contamination
•Optimal weighting

Poster by J. Walsh!

MultiDrizzled image
+SExtractor catalogue

input catalogue for grism images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On users request: task to create IOL



6.aXe visualization 
of spectra

How to digest 1000 spectra?

aXe2web: webpages from aXe output

•Direct image
•SExtractor catalogue
•aXe stamp image
•aXe spectra

} dynamically created webpages



aXe2web webpages

Overview page

Index page

Object page

Obj. ID

Magnitude

Position

Spectrum
count, flux + contamination 

Stamp image
direct, grism 



aXe2web-1.1

 Better navigation scheme
 Allows to specify sub-

samples
 Use of css style files

Style sheet 1 Style sheet 2

Default style



7.Conclusions

 Everything is prepared to take and reduce slitless data
 Successful applications and users (HUDF HRC 

Parallels, GRAPES, PEARS, SNIA)
 Look forward to lots of interesting science from ACS 

slitless spectroscopy!
 More information: http://www.stecf.org/software/aXe
 User support: acsdesk@stecf.org

http://www.stecf.org/software/aXe
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